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Family-friendly drop in workshops at Woolwich Contemporary Print Fair
woolwichprintfair.com

Nothing beats a family weekend excursion. This November, you can bring your kids for free to Woolwich
Contemporary Print Fair where they will have the opportunity to discover the world of printmaking; take
inspiration from c.1000 artworks from today’s best artists; and create their very own masterpieces in
innovative family-friendly workshops.

Established in 2016 by Art Dealers, Jack Bullen and Lizzie Glendinning, Woolwich Contemporary Print Fair
is the largest event of its kind in the world. With almost 1000 artworks, across a fantastic range of styles
and techniques, WCPF is your opportunity to #FindArtThatFits. From established artisans to emerging
graduates, all of the successful 2021 artists from our International Open Call can now be found on our
website. They will join an exciting line-up of well-known names and specialist galleries, which this year
expands to include Zuleika Gallery, Long & Ryle and Oliver Projects who will join many long-standing
partners such as Jealous Gallery and Atelier Rose & Gray.

We believe all young people are artists in their own right! That’s why we host the #YoungLondonPrintPrize
(YLPP), a charitable initiative to bridge the gap between compulsory education and the contemporary art
world by directly involving young artists and printmakers within it. In collaboration with BOLDFACE and
ACAVA as part of YLPP, you’ll be able to drop the kids off for a free session with expert art educator,
Izzy Yon, who’ll assist your budding artist to create their own original artwork. Meanwhile, you can enjoy a
coffee, or something stronger from the Mirabeau wine bar, as you explore the best of printmaking today.

The workshops will be available from 12pm, 12 - 14 November at the Fireworks Factory at the Royal
Arsenal heritage site. Tickets are £10 (£8 concessions, and under 16 free) https://bit.ly/3AX8aQi.

Young London Print Prize is a collaboration between Woolwich Contemporary Print Fair, Boldface and
ACAVA, with generous support from Peadbody, and Anthesis. The YLPP programme takes place across
Greenwich, Bexley, Kensington, Tower Hamlets and Newham.

Press Preview | 10 November 6-9pm | Socially Distanced Viewing | 4-6pm | RSVP portal

Please contact Isobel Gillott at marketing@woolwichprintfair.com for Preview details, further information,
and images, or head to our press pack.
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